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Timeless Face is usually a revolutionary method of facial toning, one that enhances your face's
appearance although it contributes to your inner tranquility and well-being.Incorporating the time-
honored methods of Chinese encounter reading to identify what causes facial features to build up as we
age group, Ellae Elinwood demonstrates that it is simply not an undeniable fact of life that a forehead has
to wrinkle, a mouth must sag, plus they eyes have to become baggy. The Desquinter exercise not only
smooths lines and slows down the looks of new ones, it also generates mental clarity and optimism. For
example:Vertical lines between your eyebrows indicate misunderstandings and concern. Rather these are
generally symptoms of psychological distress and insufficient facial fitness, which may be treated and
corrected through a straightforward program that combines acupressure and workout.Isn't it time for you
to discover the encounter you were meant to mature with-your own Timeless Face? The Light-hearted
workout will life those mouth corners as it lifts your mood, easing worries and increasing a feeling of self-
worthy of.Deep furrows between the nose and cheeks may transmission suppressed emotions and any risk
of strain of an excessive amount of responsibility.By following the simple, commonsense Timeless Face
program, illustrated with very clear photographs and instructions for every exercise, your face can look
and feel healthier and even more relaxed in only thirty days, as well as your entire being can be
rejuvenated and revitalized. The Erasing Cares exercise lessens those deep lines while it enhances your
capability to connect and negotiate on your behalf.Drooping mouth area corners and pouchy cheeks are
signs of stress and lack of confidence.
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Very accessible I value the Maggio publication for it's precision but find the exercises confusing and
tedious and so don't do them frequently. This book is more easy going but still fully details which muscle
tissues are being worked, presents more than one photo of the workout and, if you're involved with it,
lists the feelings causing those muscles to need to be rehabilitated.I really do wish there was an image
detailing the accupressure point on the webpages of guidelines accompanying every workout but a sticky
bookmark makes it simple enough to flip to the graphic when necessary.. For example, the Expression
provided for the Eye Crunch is, "I'm not peeking!. May tone your muscles, but also causes wrinkles!. No
worthy I am a face yoga instructor , I've so many books and DVDs , that one was the value, is not e en
great yo keep it about my collection. I would recommend it to any mature woman.... That is "method face-
lifting," you might say -- think yourself into the attitude and you're doing the exercise... facial exercises I
would not advocate this book. The pictures aren't very good. It's going to the resale shop. Therefore, if
you don't have a health background, this will you absolutely no good. I have purchased other books on
this subject and this is my least favorite. There is no diagram of the facial muscle tissues, only names. A
Genuine Gem!. I got this book a couple of days ago and was disappointed initially -- the acupressure
information was cursory and theChinese physiognomy element, which I would love to know more about,
was pretty minimal....giving us more of a concept of what benefit we're able to obtain from them - plus a
Nutritious Diet and Good Sleep (regarding to my study)..e. a frozen face along with my real face).. Help
to make a video and I'll buy that, as well!.. You can find why that person looks the way it does and learn
how to start improving it..Good luck.." and it really assists one 'get' the movement much better than any
additional explainations I've read.I am confident with what We am feeling these toning exercises will
certainly help over time... An Intriguiging book with a refreshing difference_ the model showing these
easy to understand exercises is actually in her past due 60's - early 70's..OMG do I ever need this
program!We also use a mirror to watch myself exercise and try to mimmick the photos in the publication
as best I could.......!!.!.. Fun for the celebrity in us!..it is as though gravity has pulled my face to the
ground..I am going to remain faithful to the nth level doing this program, and I think it will take me much
longer than thirty days to see outcomes, but I'm very eager and willing to carry out this. And, the idea she
gives to greatly help explain the movements are excellent.......... Timeless Face Interesting book dealing
with acupressure and toning that could be helpful for people who'd prefer to tone their face without using
any artifical means. I notice on the instruction sheet for Frownies that one is required to stretch the skin in
order to place them and many, many women possess sworn by them for decades so it can not be a bad
matter to *carefully* proceed to pores and skin to rehabilitate it.it makes soooo much feeling!. The
pictures aren't very good at showing you exactly which muscle tissue you are said to be working
either....it really helps to follow her suggestions... These exericises "might" tighten some muscles of that
person, but the way they are carried out would without doubt cause wrinkling....Even though I smile, I
look sullen and gaunt..Initially it was confusing if you ask me as to how exactly to do a number of the
exercises. I settled right down to the real exercises today, however -- the pairing of emotion/phrase and
photo makes it simpler to "get" the subtle movements needed than any meticulous step-by-step
description of which muscle to move when......We relaxed my face, closed my eyes, and took a picture
with a camera of my relaxed face therefore i could see what others were seeing... It's intuitive and it's
really fun -- certainly well worth a try..make sure you examine Chapter 3 very thoroughly before you
begin... Sarah Chana Radcliffe, writer "Raise Your Kids without Raising Your Voice. If therefore, that says
to me these exercises usually do not function, unless the girl in the reserve modeling the exercises is
certainly 250 years outdated, these exercises don't work) Great information This book is filled up with
great suggestions for making a tired face look younger. The images look like an unemployed actress who
enjoys looking at herself make faces in the mirror...I specifically love the acupressure ,too....I really feel
energy making its in the past into my encounter when I work on the points...!.I may add more to the



review later on if I get drastic and positive results.. Great Method of a Face and Mood Make Over I have
already been doing the facial exercises and applying the author's theories to my life for weekly now, and I
can honestly state that there exists a new recognition in my life about wearing old emotions on my face
(i.at this time I'll take anything that even remotely assists my toneless encounter!.I've read that stretching
your skin is to be prevented but no longer think this is cause for concern unless one is definitely in the
habit of wrecklessly distorting the facial skin with one's hands for the mere fun of it. This reserve uses 1
model and only 1 1 model showing how to do these facial exercises (for a more youthful looking face)
but the model looks old with a sagging face!. The descriptions of the exercises are vague such as
"placement your tongue and jaw". Huh?. In addition, they look ridiculous and not as though they might
work the intended region.. I was totally disappointed. Holistic and Unique I've been reading a whole lot of
facial workout books lately which is my favorite. The pictures are not all that clear, nevertheless - I must
say i would appreciate an accompanying video showing a live demonstration. I love the holistic approach.
Each exercise includes a detailed explanation of its psychological benefits in addition to a good
description of how exactly to perform the actions. This is the only book that truly addresses the mind-
body connection, displaying how facial expression and state of mind are so inter-related. Nonetheless, the
book is so beneficial general, that I highly recommend it to anyone who would like to remove tension
from their facial features.In my opinion so far this book will probably be worth every dime." Warning:
Use this Book and You'll Look Like the Woman in the Picture What were they thinking? I think this book
is terrible. And actually wrinkly! (And it's not the model used on the cover) I cannot use this book because
everytime I make an effort to perform the exercises I'm thinking, I'm going to end up looking like this
older, wrinkly model--eek! (Is certainly this model the author?.I find the exercises to really be hard to do
because my facial muscle tissues are very atrophied. The photos are most helpful and easy to follow to
learn the way in which to do each exercise. After carrying out these exercises for a couple of weeks I can
definitely say that my face looks firmer and that I feel better about my appearance. I was touring and I
keep it at the airplane , don't waist your cash. Christine Danella, Writer of Tender Points: A Fibromyalgia
Memoir 
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